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A bs tra ct

Purpose: Bilateral neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) causes

difficulties in daily life, especially with regard to near-vision tasks, despite well

preserved Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) best corrected

visual acuity (BCVA) at distance. Therefore, alternative visual function measures

were evaluated in terms of their correlation with vision-related quality of life

scores (QoL).

Methods: A prospective cross-sectional pilot study including patients with a diag-

nosis of bilateral nAMD having lesions within the central 1 mm ETDRS grid sub-

field. Standardised testing included a vision-related QoL assessment (NEI-

VFQ25), best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), low luminance visual acuity

(LLVA), Radner maximum reading speed and Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity

(CS).

Results: N = 54. The mean better eye (range) BCVA was 79 (55 96) letters, med-

ian (range) LLVA 79.5 (58 97) letters and median (range) CS 1.35 (0 1.65) log

units. Mean binocular maximum reading speed was 117.33 28.42 wpm. The

best correlations with the near subscale score were found for CS followed by

binocular maximum reading speed ( 0.59, 0.0001; 0.36, 0.008,r = p = r = p =

respectively). A weaker correlation was observed for the BCVA in the better eye

( 0.33, 0.02). The correlation between the NEI-VFQ25 distance subscaler = p =

and BCVA was weaker ( 0.37, 0.005) than the correlations with CSr = p =

( 0.67, 0.0001) and LLVA ( 0.40, 0.003).r = p = r = p =

Conclusions: For patients with a bilateral centre-involving nAMD, the best corre-

lation with near QoL was the better eye CS followed by maximum binocular read-

ing speed. These measures could be valuable in quantifying vision-related QoL

outcomes in AMD clinical trials.

I nt ro du ct io n

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is known to

be a major cause of central vision loss in people

50 years of age and older. In subtypes of this condi-

tion, the neovascular form (nAMD), widely referred

to as wet AMD, accounts for approximately 75% of all

cases. It encompasses severe visual impairment , subse-

quently affecting not only reading ability but also

having a profound impact on the quality of life.

Whilst the peripheral visual field is preserved, foveal

abnormalities and (para) foveal scotomas are a frequent

consequence of severe AMD, leading to difficulties with

near activities such as reading text. With increased life

expectancy, the quality of life (QoL) of patients with

AMD is often significantly diminished. Furthermore,

the visual impairment affects their ability to perform

daily routine activities to such an extent that it can
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cause psychological distress and mental health issues,

thereby inhibiting their participation in social events.

Fletcher . noted that visual acuity (VA) and contrastet al

sensitivity are strongly associated with our ability to per-

form vision-related activities in everyday life. Indeed, con-

trast sensitivity and the extent of the visual field may be

better predictors of many naturalistic vision requirements

than conventional VA measurements. Although distance

VA is a well-established tool for assessing the efficacy of

therapies in clinical trials, it does not seem to reflect visual

function in vision-related tasks of everyday life. There-

fore, AMD may still compromise visual performance signif-

icantly, even when there is a good result with standard

distance testing using the Early Treatment of Diabetic

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) chart. For this reason, patients

and physicians often differ in their conclusions regarding

the severity of vision loss. In AMD patients, distance VA

alone does not reflect the change in vision-related tasks of

everyday life. Therefore, other functional tests have been

evaluated in terms of reflecting the patient’s visual difficul-

ties. The introduction of intravitreal anti-vascular

growth factor (anti-VEGF) treatments in nAMD has shown

significant improvements on activities related to quality of

life, near VA, reading speed and central visual field. Munk

et al. reported rapid short-term effects of anti-VEGF treat-

ment on ETDRS distance VA, maximum reading speed and

contrast sensitivity, with further improvements up to one

year for both distance VA and contrast sensitivity, but not

for reading acuity or maximum reading speed. These

authors concluded that ETDRS distance VA did not reflect

the overall visual function gain in nAMD treatment.

From the patient’s point of view, the effect of treatment on

standard ETDRS VA may be less important than the effect

on visual function in daily life. In order to gain a better

understanding of the patient’s perception of their visual

function, a valid, reliable and responsive QoL measure,

such as the National Eye Institute Visual Function Ques-

tionnaire (NEI-VFQ25), could be a useful alternative in

providing information from the patient’s perspective .

Development of the condition in the fellow eye is quite

common in nAMD, being reported to vary up to 9%

annually. Since people usually perform activities of daily

living binocularly, patients with bilateral nAMD are

affected more than those with unilateral disease. Cahill

et al. showed that patients with bilateral severe AMD have

a vision-related QoL similar to that of low vision patients.

While most studies evaluating QoL or functional tests

besides the standard ETDRS VA in nAMD either exclu-

sively or mainly included patients with unilateral disease, a

multinational study of patients with bilateral disease

reported a lower mean NEI-VFQ25 score compared with

unilateral or mixed populations. Another discovery worth

mentioning is that the functional impairment of patients

with bilateral nAMD leads to increased health resource util-

isation and a high societal cost burden. Comparable low

mean NEI-VFQ25 scores were found in Spanish bilateral

nAMD patients in 2008 and in the bilateral group of the

Submacular Surgery Trials (SST) published in 2005.

Despite the considerable amount of research to date,

there is still limited information regarding the association

between alternate vision measurements and patient’s self-

reported vision-related quality of life assessments in bilat-

eral nAMD, with its particular impact on near-vision. The

aim of this study was to evaluate the correlation between

self-reported reading difficulties and alternative vision test-

ing, and further to compare these findings with standard

ETDRS VA measurements in a bilateral nAMD population.

M e th o d s

This prospective, cross-sectional, non-interventional, sin-

gle-visit study was conducted at Vista Klinik Binningen,

Switzerland. The study was approved by the local ethics

committee (Ethics Committee Northwestern Switzerland -

EKNZ, EKNZ No 2016-02216) and registered at clinicaltri-

als.gov (NCT 03438669). The research was conducted in

accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki

and Good Clinical Practice (ICH-GCP).

All subjects gave written informed consent after being

provided with information about the study. Subjects with a

clinical diagnosis of bilateral nAMD (confirmed by a retinal

specialist) were recruited consecutively at the Medical

Retina department, Vista Klinik Binningen, Switzerland.

Testing of subjects and data recording were done between

February and October 2017.

To be included in the study, subjects had to satisfy the

following eligibility criteria: age: 55 years; nAMD in each

eye with lesions within the central 1 mm ETDRS grid

subfield foveal zone as confirmed by Spectral Domain Opti-

cal Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT) (Spectralis, www.

business-lounge.heidelbergengineering.com) and Swept-

Source-OCT-Angiography (SS-OCTA) (Plex Elite 9000,

Carl-Zeiss Meditec, www.zeiss.com/meditec-ag); best cor-

rected VA (BCVA) letter score of 49 letters (Snellen equiv-

alent of 6/30 or better) in the better eye using an ETDRS

charts at 4 m; sufficiently clear ocular media, adequate

pupillary dilation and fixation to permit quality fundus

imaging. Subjects with significant ocular disease other than

neovascular AMD or an acute illness, history of neurologic

disease, cognitive impairment or significantly reduced gen-

eral condition (including fatigue) that would interfere with

the study requirements were excluded from the study.

Study examinations were performed at least 4 days after

the last intravitreal treatment, and included BCVA, low

luminance VA (LLVA), maximum reading speed (MRS),

contrast sensitivity (CS), and a patient reported visual
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function assessment (NEI-VFQ25). The testing was always

performed in the same order.

Standard ETDRS BCVA measurements were performed

monocularly under standardised and approved lighting

conditions (97 119 lux) following a standardised refraction

protocol. VA, reading speed and CS testing were always

done in the same order and manner, starting with the right

eye at a viewing distance of 4 m. For VA testing, charts

were changed between the two eyes (keeping the eyes

occluded until the test started) to avoid the patient memo-

rising the letters. BCVA score was calculated as described

by Revicki .et al LLVA testing followed immediately after

BCVA testing and was performed under low luminance

conditions with room illumination between 2 and 10 lux.

Subjects were tested in one of three rooms (due to the avail-

ability of the examination room and the time of appoint-

ment), therefore illumination differed. The same protocol

was followed with each subject. Room lighting was turned

off first followed by the closing of the blackout shutters,

leaving the EDTRS light box as the only visible light source.

Although subjects were always asked if they were ready to

continue, the time from extinguishing the lights to the

actual start of the LLVA testing was not recorded. None of

the subjects reported difficulty adapting to the lower light

levels. Similar to other studies, evenly lit, standardised

high contrast ‘sentence optotypes’ Radner reading charts

(Precision Vision, www.precision-vision.com) were used to

test MRS both monocularly and binoculary. In this

study the German version of the Radner test was used, with

reading acuity expressed in logRAD which is the reading

equivalent of logMAR. Additionally, the logRAD score

(logRAD syllables misread 0.005) was analysed.+

MRS was defined as the maximum number of words read

per minute (wpm) and calculated as the number of

words per sentence divided by the time measured with a

stopwatch. CS was measured for each eye using a Pelli-

Robson chart (Precision Vision, www.precision-vision.

com) at 1 m. The total contrast sensitivity score was deter-

mined by the lowest contrast group of three letters in which

two of the three letters were named correctly. A lower score

indicated worse contrast sensitivity.

An authorised German version of the National Eye Insti-

tute Visual Function Questionnaire 25-item Version 2000

(NEI-VFQ25) (www.nei.nih.gov) was used as an interview

instrument, and the results were calculated according to

published guidelines.

Statistical analyses

All data were analysed using Statistical Analysis System

(SAS ) software, version 9.3 (SAS Institute, www.sas.com).

All patients who gave informed consent and who were eligi-

ble to participate in the study were included in the analysis.

As patients were examined only once, no missing data or

drop-outs were expected. A data-as-observed approach was

used, with no imputation of missing data. All continuous

variables were summarised descriptively as number of sub-

jects/observations (n), standard deviation (SD), median,

minimum and maximum. Age at the time of visit, conven-

tional ETDRS VA testing at 4 m (hereafter referred to as

EDTRS), LLVA at 4 m, CS, maximum reading speed with

the better and worse eye and binocular maximum reading

speed were summarised descriptively. Visual function mea-

surements for the two eyes were tested with a Wilcoxon

rank-sum test, as measures of the worse eye were not nor-

mally distributed. Correlations were quantified with the

Pearson correlation coefficient, using an alpha-level of 0.05.

R e su l ts

Fifty four subjects were enrolled in this study. The

mean S.D. age was 79.6 7.88 years, ranging from 64

to 98 years. 29 patients were female and 25 males, see

Table 1(A).

Visual function measurements

The median (range) standard ETDRS score was signifi-

cantly higher in the better eye, i.e., 79 (55 96) letters, com-

pared to the worse eye with 67 (0 90) letters ( 0.0001).p <

The median and mean LLVA scores were comparable with

the standard ETDRS scores for the better and the worse

eye, with a statistically significant difference between the

better and worse eye ( 0.0001), see . Medianp < Table 1(B)

and mean maximum reading speed in the better eye were

much higher, and significantly different from the worse eye

( 0.0001), see . The mean binocular maxi-p < Table 1(B)

mum reading speed was not statistically different from the

mean maximum reading speed of the better eye ( 0.73),p =

see . Median CS score also showed a significantTable 1(B)

difference between the better and worse eye ( 0.02), seep =

Table 1(B). All medians (range) and means S.D. are

reported in .Table 1

Quality of life (QoL) assessments

The pooled NEI-VFQ25 near activity subscale had a

mean S.D. score of 74.69 18.74 (range 25 100). The

pooled NEI-VFQ25 distance activity subscale was similar to

the near subscale, with a mean S.D. score of

74.15 21.90 (range 8 100).

Mean ( S.D.) NEI-VFQ25 subscales varied between

56.48 ( 16.95) and 93.87 ( 13.79). While the means for

“General Health” ( S.D.) of 56.48 ( 16.95) and “General

Health and Vision” of 67.48 ( 13.15) were lower, patients

reported the least difficulties with “Colour Vision”

(mean S.D.: 93.87 13.79), “Vision Specific: Social
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Functioning” (mean S.D.: 93.52 13.89) and “Vision

Specific: Dependency” (mean S.D.: 90.43 18.77).

Table 2 shows a summary of the NEI-VFQ25 subscales.

Correlation between visual function measurements and QoL

assessments

A positive, but not quite significant correlation (Pearson cor-

relation coefficient 0.26,= p = 0.06) was found between

maximum reading speed in the better eye and the pooled

NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale, see Table 1(C). But a

stronger and statistically significant positive correlation was

found between binocular maximum reading speed and the

pooled NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale (Pearson correla-

tion coefficient = 0.36, p = 0.008) see Figure 1, Table 1(C).

An important outcome was the association between the

CS of the better eye and activities of daily living and mobil-

ity, as measured by the NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale. A

strong positive correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient

= =0.67, p 0.0001) was found between these two measures,

see Figure 2, Table 1(C). For NEI-VFQ25 near activities,

the strongest correlation was reached for CS in the better

eye (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.59, 0.0001).= p =

However, this was slightly weaker than the NEI-VFQ25 dis-

tance subscale/CS correlation, see .Figure 2, Table 1(C)

There was a better correlation between standard ETDRS

VA testing and the NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale (Pearson

correlation coefficient 0.37, 0.005) compared with= p =

the NEI-VFQ25 near subscale (Pearson correlation

Ta ble 1. Patient characteristics (A), Mean VA outcome parameters (B), Correlation of better eye with NEI-VFQ near distance and distance subscales

(C), Correlation of other visual function measurements in the better eye (D)

Ch ara cte rist ics Me an S.D . Med ian Min Ma xn

p-v alu e

( sig nific an t*

a t 0 .05 )p <

(A)

Age (years): Overall 54 79.61 7.88 80.00 64 98

Female 29 81.24 6.57 81.00 67 92

Male 25 77.72 8.93 77.00 64 98

(B)

ETDRS at 4 m better eye (letters) 54 78.91 7.93 79.00 55 96 0.0001p < *

ETDRS at 4 m worse eye (letters) 54 47.43 35.96 67.00 0 90

LLVA at 4 m, better eye (letters) 54 78.13 8.04 79.50 58 97 0.0001p < *

LLVA at 4 m, worse eye (letters) 54 47.37 35.39 68.50 0 88

Max reading speed, better eye (wpm) 54 118.16 27.88 121.35 47 181 0.0001p < *

Max reading speed, worse eye (wpm) 54 75.59 54.61 91.85 0 159

Binocular max reading speed (wpm) 54 117.33 28.42 120.50 50 178 0.73 (vs the better eye)

CS better eye (log units) 54 1.33 0.27 1.35 0.00 1.65 0.02*

CS worse eye (log units) 54 1.09 0.50 1.35 0.00 1.65

Co rre latio n be twee n be tte r ey e find in gs a n d N EI- VFQ2 5 s ub sca les C o rrela tio n

p- va lu e (  sig nific an t* 

at 0.0 5)p <

(C)

NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale vs maximum reading speed 0.26 0.06

NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale vs binocular maximum reading speed 0.36 0.008*

CS vs NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale 0.67 0.0001*

CS vs NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale 0.59 0.0001*

ETDRS vs NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale 0.37 0.005*

ETDRS vs NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale 0.33 0.02*

LLVA vs NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale 0.40 0.003*

LLVA vs NEI-VFQ25 near distance subscale 0.25 0.07

Correlation between other visual function measurements in the better eye

(D)

LLVA vs ETDRS 0.87 0.0001*

CS vs ETDRS 0.40 0.003*

CS vs LLVA 0.40 0.003*

CS vs maximum reading speed 0.39 0.004*

Comparison between the two eyes.

CS, contrast sensitivity; ETDRS, VA recorded using the early treatment diabetic retinopathy study chart; LLVA, Low luminance visual acuity; Max, maxi-

mum; Min, minimum; n, number of patients; NEI-VFQ25, National Eye Institute Visual Function Questionnaire; SD, standard deviation.

p-value from a Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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coefficient 0.33, 0.02). Correlation between standard= p =

ETDRS VA of the better eye and the NEI-VFQ25 near sub-

scale was weaker compared with CS and binocular maxi-

mum reading speed, see , .Figure 2 Table 1(C)

Low luminance visual acuity of the better eye and the

NEI-VFQ25 distance subscale showed a significant positive

correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.40,=

p = 0.003) while the positive correlation with the NEI-

Ta ble 2. Summary of NEI- VFQ25 subscale scores

Ch a ract eris tics Mea n S .D . Med ian Min Ma xn

General health 54 56.48 16.95 50.00 25 100

General vision 54 74.07 12.06 80.00 40 100

Ocular pain 54 85.42 15.88 87.50 50 100

Pooled near activities 54 74.69 18.74 75.00 25 100

Reading ordinary print in newspapers 53 72.17 23.85 75.00 25 100*

Difficulty doing hobbies 52 69.71 25.88 75.00 0 100*

Difficulty finding something on a crowded shelf 53 81.13 21.32 75.00 25 100*

Pooled distance activities 54 74.15 21.90 75.00 8 100

Difficulty reading street signs or the names of stores 51 77.94 25.32 75.00 0 100*

Do you have difficulty going down steps, stairs, or curbs in dim light or at night 53 61.79 25.29 50.00 25 100*

Do you have difficulty going out to see movies, plays or sports events 48 88.02 24.18 100.00 0 100*

Vision specific: Social functioning 54 93.52 13.89 100.00 25 100

Vision specific: Mental health 54 79.28 18.16 81.25 19 100

Vision specific: Role difficulties 54 73.84 25.96 75.00 13 100

Vision specific: Dependency 54 90.43 18.77 100.00 33 100

Driving 22 75.19 19.98 79.17 25 100*

Colour vision 53 93.87 13.79 100.00 50 100*

Peripheral vision 53 79.72 24.05 75.00 25 100*

General health and vision 54 67.48 13.15 69.38 40 95

Difficulty with activities 54 79.80 14.66 82.69 23 100

Response to vision problems 54 85.29 17.01 88.89 25 100

Max, Maximum; Min, Minimum; n, number of patients; SD, Standard Deviation;

*( varied) outside scope of subjects ability or interest to perform certain task or because of other non-visual related problem.n

Figu re 1 . Correlation of maximum binocular reading speed and NEI-VFQ near distance subscore.
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Figure 2. Correlation between NEI- VFQ25 near/distance subscales and CS (a1, a2), standard ETDRS BCVA (b1, b2) and low luminance BCVA score

(c1, c2) in the better eye.
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VFQ25 near subscale (Pearson correlation coefficient =

0.25, 0.07) narrowly failed to reach significance, seep =

Figure 2 Table 1(C), .

Correlation between visual function measurements

There was a strong correlation between LLVA and ETDRS

scores of the better eye (Pearson correlation coefficient =

0.87, 0.0001). Further, a positive correlation was foundp =

between CS and ETDRS scores for the better eye (Pearson

correlation coefficient 0.40, 0.003) as well as CS and= p =

LLVA of the better eye (Pearson correlation coefficient

= =0.40, p 0.003). A positive correlation was found

between CS in the better eye and the maximum reading

speed of the better eye (Pearson correlation coefficient

= =0.39; p 0.004), see .Table 1(D)

Binocular reading speed had a positive, statistically sig-

nificant correlation with the overall NEI-VFQ25 score

(Pearson correlation coefficient 0.39, 0.004). ETDRS,= p =

LLVA and CS of the better eye all had statistically signifi-

cant positive correlations with the overall NEI-VFQ25

score. The Pearson correlation coefficient ranged from 0.27

for LLVA to 0.64 for CS ( 0.005, 0.05 andp = p =

p < 0.0001, respectively).

Discussion

As the number of patients suffering from bilateral nAMD is

increasing, this population will come into greater focus in

daily practice. To our knowledge, this is the first study

comparing the correlation of the NEI-VFQ25 near vision

subscale score and binocular reading speed with the corre-

lations of the NEI-VFQ25 near vision subscale score and

other VA measures in subjects with bilateral nAMD.

According to Frennesson .et al near vision in general

and reading in particular are of great importance and inter-

est to elderly people, and reading difficulties may be the

first symptom of AMD. The NEI-VFQ25 questionnaire is a

vision-related quality of life assessment which provides a

standardised tool to evaluate study outcomes with regard

to the benefit in daily life. However, even changes to

the NEI-VFQ25 test are not yet recognised in all countries

as reflecting clinically significant differences. As was the

case for Su ~ner .,et al in this investigation the 12 subscales

of NEI-VFQ25 were quantified. Subjects experienced great-

est difficulties for the “General Health” and “General

Vision” subscales, and least difficulties with “Colour

Vision”, “Vision Specific Social Functioning” and “Vision

Specific Dependency”. However, the “General Vision” sub-

scale score found here (74.07 12.06) was higher than in

the MARINA and ANCHOR studies, who reported mean

scores of 55.7 18.9 and 55.0 21.4, respectively. This

might be explained by the higher VA for the better eye

(mean 78 letters) observed here, vs a baseline VA of 53

letters for MARINA and 47 letters in the ANCHOR trials.

The superior ETDRS VA for the better eye of our patients

might be caused by an early diagnosis and treatment of the

second eye, as well as full health insurance covering anti-

VEGF treatments in this urban Swiss population. Here, the

“Colour Vision” subscale score was comparable to the sum-

marised results of the major trials as reported by Su~ner

et al. A similar pattern was found by Matamoros et al. in

the EQUADE study, with the lowest scores for “General

Health” and “General Vision” and higher scores for “Col-

our Vision”, “Vision Specific Social Functioning” and

“Vision Specific Dependency”.

The “Near Activity” subscale was the primary subscale

investigated in this investigation. The mean near activity

subscale score recorded here was higher than for MARINA/

ANCHOR and EQUADE. This might be explained by

the improved VA in the better eye. Again, this might follow

early treatment in this urban population. This is a regularly

monitored population, completely covered by health insur-

ance, with optimal spectacles and, if necessary, low vision

support for daily life activities.

Vision loss, and the deterioration of conventional VA

measurements using the ETDRS chart has been employed

as the principal outcome measure in numerous clinical

studies of nAMD. Several anti-VEGF treatments have pro-

duced significant improvements in the composite QoL

NEI-VFQ25 score which also correlated with an improve-

ment in ETDRS VA. However, standard ETDRS VA

alone may not provide an adequate basis to evaluate

changes in QoL associated visual function. This study

showed that standard ETDRS VA of the better eye is more

highly correlated with the distance NEI-VFQ25 subscale

compared with the near NEI-VFQ25 subscale score in

patients with bilateral nAMD; thereby reflecting the dis-

tance-based character of this measurement. Here, when the

near NEI-VFQ25 subscale findings were compared with

standard ETDRS VA, LLVA, CS scores of the better eye and

binocular reading speed, the results showed that CS had the

best correlation followed by binocular reading speed. Thus,

CS and binocular reading speed might serve as better indi-

cators for near vision associated quality of life changes in

bilateral nAMD.

The mean binocular maximum reading speed was not

statistically different from the maximum reading speed of

the better eye. Further, the positive correlation between the

NEI-VFQ25 near score and the maximum reading speed of

the better eye narrowly failed to reach significance

( 0.06), probably due to the limited number of subjects.p =

However, a stronger and significant positive correlation

was found with binocular reading speed. The better correla-

tion with binocular reading speed could be due to compen-

sation of monocular central visual field defects by the

fellow eye, which can only be present during binocular
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testing. This latter proposal has been investigated by Tarita-

Nistor .,et al who described reading as a complex task that

requires good acuity and precise ocular motor control con-

ditions that are best fulfilled when reading is performed

with central vision. Thus, patients with central vision loss

experience a large drop in VA and abnormal ocular motor

control, which severely compromise their reading skills. As

everyday activities usually involve binocular rather than

monocular reading, this might also better reflect the

patients’ perception as expressed in the NEI-VFQ25 near

score. A recently published review, while not focused on

nAMD, suggested that reading speed is strongly correlated

with several measures of visual function, including VA, CS

and visual field extent. Our study showed a significant posi-

tive correlation between CS and maximum reading speed

in the better eye for bilateral nAMD subjects.

Contrast sensitivity is known to be strongly associated

with the ability to perform vision-related activities of daily

living, and might provide more information about treat-

ment benefits than standard ETDRS VA alone. In this

investigation of subjects with bilateral nAMD, the correla-

tion with both near and distance NEI-VFQ25 subscale score

was much weaker for standard ETDRS VA measurements

compared to CS of the better eye. These results are in

accordance with Bansback .et al who studied a population

with unilateral- and bilateral-mixed AMD at different

stages. They found CS was better related to a patient’s

health-related quality of life than VA. A recent retrospective

analysis also showed that in patients with bilateral advanced

dry or nAMD, high contrast VA and CS are associated with

vision-related quality of life.

A limitation of the study was that it involved a single visit

with no follow up to investigate changes in the studied

parameters over time. Even though the number of subjects

(54) was adequate to demonstrate significant correlations,

the small sample size might have made formal comparisons

between correlation coefficients less meaningful, and there-

fore, their estimate imprecise. It also introduced a risk of

spurious associations. Additional follow-up studies re-eval-

uating some of the subjects over time as well as large scale

multi-centre trials with bigger sample sizes and different

populations might contribute to a better understanding of

long-term outcomes. Due to the general health of this

elderly population, other factors besides nAMD lesions

might have influenced the measurement outcomes, even

though we excluded patients with mental illness or signifi-

cantly reduced general conditions (including fatigue).

However, to the best of our knowledge, there were no stud-

ies evaluating the association between NEI-VFQ25 subscale

scores and this variety of VA measures in a population con-

sisting exclusively of subjects with bilateral nAMD. Beside

the homogenous patient selection, further strengths were

the prospective design in combination with a study visit

performed in a standardised order with standardised proce-

dures under standardised conditions, all done by the same

well-trained examiner (PR).

To conclude, this pilot study suggests that CS of the bet-

ter eye and binocular reading speed correlate better with

near quality of life measures than standard ETDRS VA test-

ing in subjects with bilateral nAMD. Confirmation of these

findings within larger scale studies is needed for the

approval of parameters other than ETDRS VA as outcome

measures for investigational trials.

The assessment of CS and binocular reading perfor-

mance in bilateral nAMD might help to provide a more

complete understanding of visual function vs standard

ETDRS VA testing alone in both clinical practice and

research studies. Inclusion of these additional parameters

can lead to successful and accurate monitoring of the dis-

ease progression, evaluation of treatment benefits (espe-

cially regarding the typical near vision difficulties caused by

AMD), and the design of appropriate rehabilitation strate-

gies.
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